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From AdBusters to viral marketing, this brief dictionary of ideas and concepts
contains over 100 extended, illuminating entries to bring the novice up to speed
on the advertising/marketing world and the ideas that underlie it. For the
neophyte professional, it describes the various players and strategies of the
industry. For the student, it summarizes the key ideas of the most important
cultural theorists introduced in advertising and marketing courses. For everyone,
it helps explain the cultural, economic, and psychological role that advertising
concepts play in society. A handy introduction for students and a quick reference
for young professionals.
Covering topics including the rise of partisan news, algorithmic personalization
and social media, media addiction, media economics, and media's influence on
identity, Media Literacy in Action helps students develop the lifelong skills to
navigate an increasingly complex media environment.
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With the style and irreverence of Vice magazine and the critique of the
corporatocracy that made Naomi Klein's No Logo a global hit, the cult magazine
Stay Free!—long considered the Adbusters of the United States—is finally offering
a compendium of new and previously published material on the impact of
consumer culture on our lives. The book questions, in the broadest sense, what
happens to human beings when their brains are constantly assaulted by
advertising and corporate messages. Most people assert that advertising is easily
ignored and doesn't have any effect on them or their decision making, but Ad
Nauseam shows that consumer pop culture does take its toll. In an engaging,
accessible, and graphically appealing style, Carrie McLaren and Jason
Torchinsky (as well as contributors such as David Cross, The Onion's Joe
Garden, The New York Times's Julie Scelfo, and others) discuss everything from
why the TV program CSI affects jury selection, to the methods by which market
researchers stalk shoppers, to how advertising strategy is like dog training. The
result is an entertaining and eye-opening account of the many ways consumer
culture continues to pervade and transform American life.
It is said that the ontology of data resists slowness and also that the digital
revolution promised a levelling of the playing field. Both theories are examined in
this timely collection of chapters looking at time in the digital world. Since data
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has assumed such a paramount place in the modern neoliberal world,
contemporary concepts of time have undergone radical transformation. By
critically assessing the emerging initiatives of slowing down in the digital age, this
book investigates the role of the digital in ultimately reinforcing neo-liberal
temporalities. It shows that both "speed-up" and "slow down" imperatives often
function as a form of biopolitical social control necessary to contemporary global
capitalism. Problematic paradoxes emerge where a successful slow down and
digital detox ultimately are only successful if the individual returns to the world as
a more productive, labouring neoliberal subject. Is there another way? The
chapters in this collection, broken up into three parts, ask that question.
The fifth edition of this approachable text draws on both academic and applied
perspectives to offer a lively critique of contemporary advertising’s effects on
American character and culture. Berger explains how advertising works by
employing a psycho-cultural approach, encouraging readers to think about
advertisements and commercials in more analytical and profound ways. Among
the topics he addresses are the role of brands, the problem of self-alienation, and
how both relate to consumption. Berger also considers the Values and Lifestyle
(VALS) and Claritas typologies in marketing. Distinctive chapters examine
specific advertisements and commercials from multiple perspectives, including
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semiotic, psychoanalytic, sociological, Marxist, mythic, and feminist analysis.
Ads, Fads, and Consumer Culture provides an accessible overview of advertising
in the United States, spanning issues as diverse as sexuality, politics, market
research, consumer culture, and more; helping readers understand the role that
advertising has played, and continues to play, in all our lives.
This book posits that Generation X is the first to be defined by its relationship with
entertainment. This relationship, the author argues, is reciprocal: for the first time,
entertainment is created with adolescent consumers in mind who in turn develop
a new mode of subjectivity that is informed by the popular culture they consume.
Ads, Fads, and Consumer Culture is an engaging cultural studies critique of
advertising and its impacts on American society. Arthur Asa Berger looks at
marketing strategies, sex and advertising, consumer culture, political advertising,
and communication theory and process to give an accessible overview of
advertising in America. He explores how advertising works and how society does
or doesn't respond to it, and he gives two detailed interpretations of ads to offer
readers step-by-step frameworks for decoding print ads and television
commercials.
Logged In and Stressed Out teaches readers to feel happier and more confident
by examining the ways in which social media is negatively affecting their lives
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and determining how they can develop healthier online habits.
Using a cultural studies approach to deal with certain classical myths and the
way they inform psychoanalytic theory, historical experience, elite culture,
popular culture and everyday life, this book follows the 'myth model' to show the
mythic content of many elite and popular culture texts. Berger explores diverse
topics such as the Oedipus Myth, James Bond, Star Wars, and fairy tales.
This is a cultural studies critique of advertizing and its impacts on American Society. It looks at
various marketing strategies, sex and advertizing, consumer culture, political advertizing, and
communication theory and process to give an overall view of the advertizing industry in
America.
Using concepts from semiotics, psychoanalytic theory, sociology, and Marxism, this book
analyzes the role of luxury in American consumer culture. It offers case studies that deal with
how our love of luxury affects our choices of automobiles, homes, restaurants, cruises,
department stores, and hotels. It also adopts a global perspective and features analyses of
luxury in China, Iran, Germany, Monaco, Russia, and Turkey by scholars from those countries.
Exploring the nature of modern media, Friesem uses the fundamental principles of human
communication to move away from the fear and blame that usually accompany discussions of
new media technologies. The book employs the ACE model (from Awareness to Collaboration
through Empathy) to build media literacy across professions and academic disciplines.
In McLuhan's Techno-Sensorium City: Coming to Our Senses in a Programmed Environment,
Jaqueline McLeod Rogers argues that Marshall McLuhan was both an activist and a
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speculative urbanist
who drew from
cross-disciplinary
and ahistorical sources to explore
constitutive exchanges between humanity and technologies to alter human perception and
imagine a sustainable future based on collective participation in a responsive urban
environment. This environment—a techno-sensorium—would endeavor to design and program
technology to be favorable to life and capable of engaging with multiple senses. McLeod
Rogers examines McLuhan’s active engagement with the vibrant art and urban design culture
of his day to further understand the ways in which the links he drew between media,
technology, space, architecture, art, and cities continue to inform current urban and art
criticism and practices. Scholars of media studies, urbanism, philosophy, architecture, and
sociology will find this book particularly useful.
Curated case studies illuminate how twentieth-century magazines created, cultivated, and
served specific communities, laying the groundwork for contemporary media forms to continue
that role today. Chapters examine how cultural niches were cultivated, how they changed over
time, and how they influenced broader cultural conversations.
Popular Culture: Introductory Perspectives seeks to define pop culture by exploring the ways
that it fulfills our human desire for meaning. The second edition investigates current contexts
for popular culture, including the rise of the digital global village through new technology and
offers up-to-date examples that connect with today's students.
Arthur Asa Berger, author of an array of texts in communication, popular culture, and social
theory, is back with the second edition of his popular, user-friendly guide for students who want
to understand the social meanings of objects. In this broadly interdisciplinary text, Berger takes
the reader through half a dozen theoretical models that are commonly used to analyze objects.
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He then describes
analyzes eleven
of them new to this edition—including
smartphones, Facebook, hair dye, and the American flag—showing how they demonstrate
concepts like globalization, identity, and nationalism. The book includes a series of exercises
that allow students to analyse objects in their own environment. Brief and inexpensive, this
introductory guide will be used in courses ranging from anthropology to art history, pop culture
to psychology.
Now revised and updated to reflect the impact of emergingtechnologies, this new edition of
Advertising and Society:Controversies and Consequences examines the evolution
ofadvertising and its influence on society. Expanded with five new chapters covering the
impact of emergingtechnologies, including the evolution of Direct to Consumer
(DTC)pharmaceutical advertising; product placement in various media; andthe growing
intrusiveness of Internet marketing Explores a broad range of topics including alcohol,
tobacco,and sex in advertising; the pros and cons of negative politicaladverts; advergrames;
and the use of stereotypes Examines the impact of advertising through its
distinctive‘point/counterpoint’ format –designed to sparkdiscussion and help students
understand the complexities of theissues being presented Lends substantial clarity to the
subject, uniquely balancingcriticism and practice within one text Includes chapter-level
overviews and summaries of the topichistory and key issues, along with student-friendly
features suchas ideas for papers and questions for discussion
A reader on popular culture

Description: A guide to placing advertisements in American publications,
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produced for French businesses. Includes advice and lists of magazines,
newspapers, religious publications and agricultural publications, accompanied by
information on advertising rates.
Ads, Fads, and Consumer CultureAdvertising's Impact on American Character
and SocietyRowman & Littlefield
This book analyzes global media representations of misogyny--including sexual
harassment, rape, and even murder--to discuss the systemic nature of misogyny
and the evils perpetrated against women across the world as a result.
3000. That's the number of marketing messages the average American confronts
on a daily basis from TV commercials, magazine and newspaper print ads, radio
commercials, pop-up ads on gaming apps, pre-roll ads on YouTube videos, and
native advertising on mobile news apps. These commercial messages are so
pervasive that we cannot help but be affected by perpetual come-ons to keeping
buying. Over the last decade, advertising has become more devious, more
digital, and more deceptive, with an increasing number of ads designed to appear
to the untrained eye to be editorial content. It's easy to see why. As we have
become smarter at avoiding ads, advertisers have become smarter about
disguising them. Mara Einstein exposes how our shopping, political, and even
dating preferences are unwittingly formed by brand images and the mythologies
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embedded in them. Advertising: What Everyone Needs to Know(R) helps us
combat the effects of manipulative advertising and enables the reader to
understand how marketing industries work in the digital age, particularly in their
uses and abuses of "Big Data.' Most importantly, it awakens us to advertising's
subtle and not-so-subtle impact on our lives--both as individuals and as a global
society. What ideas and information are being communicated to us--and to what
end?
Media and Society is a lively, illustrated introduction to the role that mass
media--and the messages and texts they carry--play in our lives and our society.
Arthur Asa Berger explores the time we spend with media, media aesthetics,
ethics, audiences, media effects, technologies, violence and sexuality in media,
and ownership. Media and Society helps us understand the relationship between
consumers and media--the books, television, radio, magazines, web sites, video
games, newspapers, movies, and other mass media we encounter every day.
--Publisher.
Now in its fourth edition, the popular Ads, Fads, and Consumer Culture is an
engaging cultural studies critique of contemporary advertising and its impacts on
American society. Arthur Asa Berger looks at marketing strategies, sex and
advertising, consumer culture, political advertising, and communication theory
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and process to give an accessible overview of advertising in America. This new
edition features up-to-date examples and new theoretical material, including
expanded discussions of a number of topics, such as Weber's study of religion
and its role in consumption, the role of the unconscious and emotion in shaping
consumer behavior, the way brands shape the behavior of 'mall girls,' sexuality
and advertising, and Maslow's theory of needs. The book also comes complete
with updated ads and Berger's signature drawings. Whether they are new to
Berger's lively style of teaching and writing or loyal adopters, advertising and
media professors will want to check out the latest edition of this text.
This monograph offers a close reading of the financial story of Netflix, exposing
the central importance of narrativity, performative language, and affect, which
drive the speculative worlds of global finance, technology, and now television.
At the age of four, Jaipreet Virdi’s world went silent. A severe case of meningitis
left her alive but deaf, suddenly treated differently by everyone. Her deafness
downplayed by society and doctors, she struggled to “pass” as hearing for most
of her life. Countless cures, treatments, and technologies led to dead ends.
Never quite deaf enough for the Deaf community or quite hearing enough for the
“normal” majority, Virdi was stuck in aural limbo for years. It wasn’t until her
thirties, exasperated by problems with new digital hearing aids, that she began to
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actively assert her deafness and reexamine society’s—and her own—perception of
life as a deaf person in America. Through lyrical history and personal memoir,
Hearing Happiness raises pivotal questions about deafness in American society
and the endless quest for a cure. Taking us from the 1860s up to the present,
Virdi combs archives and museums in order to understand the long history of
curious cures: ear trumpets, violet ray apparatuses, vibrating massagers,
electrotherapy machines, airplane diving, bloodletting, skull hammering, and
many more. Hundreds of procedures and products have promised grand miracles
but always failed to deliver a universal cure—a harmful legacy that is still present
in contemporary biomedicine. Weaving Virdi’s own experiences together with her
exploration into the fascinating history of deafness cures, Hearing Happiness is a
powerful story that America needs to hear.
SOAP, SEX AND CIGARETTES examines how American advertising both
mirrors society and creates it. From the first newspaper advertisement in colonial
times to today's online viral advertising, the text explores how advertising grew in
America, how products and brands were produced and promoted, and how
advertisements and agencies reflect and introduce cultural trends and issues.
The threads of art, industry, culture, and technology unify the work. The text is
chronological in its organization and is lavishly illustrated with advertisements.
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Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Drawing on empirical research, clinical case material and vivid examples from
modern culture, The Psychology of Overeating demonstrates that overeating
must be understood as part of the wider cultural problem of consumption and
materialism. Highlighting modern society's pathological need to consume, Kima
Cargill explores how our limitless consumer culture offers an endless array of
delicious food as well as easy money whilst obscuring the long-term effects of
overconsumption. The book investigates how developments in food science,
branding and marketing have transformed Western diets and how the food
industry employs psychology to trick us into eating more and more – and why we
let them. Drawing striking parallels between 'Big Food' and 'Big Pharma', Cargill
shows how both industries use similar tactics to manufacture desire, resist
regulation and convince us that the solution to overconsumption is further
consumption. Real-life examples illustrate how loneliness, depression and lack of
purpose help to drive consumption, and how this is attributed to individual failure
rather than wider culture. The first book to introduce a clinical and existential
psychology perspective into the field of food studies, Cargill's interdisciplinary
approach bridges the gulf between theory and practice. Key reading for students
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and researchers in food studies, psychology, health and nutrition and anyone
wishing to learn more about the relationship between food and consumption.
This book explores and sheds light on the phenomenon of media feedback,
which influences us in many perceived and unperceived ways as we are
surrounded by it every day.
A useful introduction to the critical study of tourism, this brief text applies
semiotics and cultural theory to deal with some of our most iconic global
destinations. It offers accessible analyses of 18 famous tourist locations from the
Taj Mahal to Red Square, and from the Eiffel Tower to Antarctica. Written in
Berger’s friendly style, it allows students to critically examine the political,
cultural and economic significance these locales and understand their importance
to tourism. Study questions add more pedagogical value to the highly readable
text.
Stop to consider the culture of the 21st century: Each morning, you might hear a
half–dozen ads on the radio before your feet touch the floor. Staggering out of
bed, you'll pass brand logos on your clothing and in your bathroom. By the end of
the day, hundreds — perhaps thousands — of marketing messages have targeted
you. And yet so little is understood about how marketing affects our lives, our
society, and our world. Enter Terry O'Reilly and Mike Tennant, the ad men
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behind The Age of Persuasion, the popular radio show broadcast on the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and Sirius Radio. They have made it their
mission to share the back–room story of modern marketing, entertaining asides
and all. "Think of advertisers as millions of ants in a colony, each working hard
and each with its own objective. Except that in this colony, every single ant is
competing against the others. That's the ad business. Almost every ad you see,
hear, and otherwise experience is competing for a piece of your imagination. And
like any cross–section of humanity, the vast, worldwide advertising community is
diverse: composed of geniuses and idiots, saints and buffoons, and everything in
between." From the early players to the Mad Men of the 1960s and beyond,
O'Reilly and Tennant offer insights into a rapidly evolving industry. Smart and
funny, The Age of Persuasion provides an entertaining — and eye–opening — look
at a world driven by marketing.
Research Perspectives on Social Media Influencers and Brand Communication
examines the myriad ways in which social media and the unique characteristics
of the internet have changed brand communication for both brands and
consumers, focusing on the social media influencer as a brand communicator. As
brands have noticed the rise of social media influencers as tastemakers and
leaders in public opinion, they have increasingly begun to incorporate social
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media influencers into their brand communication strategies. Each chapter of this
book represents a unique theoretical and methodological approach to examining
the emergence and growing legitimacy of the social media influencer as a brand
communicator from a variety of perspectives and contexts, discussing challenges
and opportunities afforded to brands by social media influencers and providing an
overview of the current research on the use of these branding approaches.
Scholars of media studies, communication, and marketing will find this book
particularly useful.
Bringing together rhetorical, media studies, organizational communication,
ethnographic, pop culture, mass communication, gender studies, and educational
technology backgrounds to bear on polymediation, the authors interrogate the
language by which we talk about the contemporary media landscape and the
impact of the media on people’s lives.
Manipulation of the American Voter provides the reader with the means
necessary to analyze political commercials, by presenting the motives behind
advertising strategies and tactics used in contemporary politics.
This book examines the historical development of Korean food TV and its
articulation of Koreanness in the era of globalization. Jaehyeon Jeong defines the
evolution of Korean food TV as an outcome of the conjuncture between the
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television industry’s structural changes, the shift in food’s landscape and
cultural legitimacy, and various sociocultural, political, and economic
transformations. In addition, Jeong reveals how the state appropriates the
banality of food to raise South Korea’s global image and how it utilizes domestic
television to disseminate statist discourse of the nation. Understanding
discourses of national cuisine as reflective of and formative of discourses of the
nation, he argues that the growth of discourses of national cuisine is symptomatic
of the struggle for nationness in a globalized world.
This brief, student-friendly introduction to the study of semiotics uses examples
from 25 iconic locations in the United States. From Coney Island to Las Vegas,
the World Trade Center to the Grand Canyon, Berger shows how semiotics offers
a different lens in understanding locations taken for granted in American culture.
He recasts Disneyland according to Freud, channels the Mall of America through
Baudrilliard, and sees Mount Rushmore through the lens of Gramsci. A seasoned
author of student texts, Berger offers an entertaining, non-threatening way to
teach theory to undergraduates and that will fit ideally in classes on cultural
studies, American studies, social theory, and tourism.
Algorithmic Culture: How Big Data and Artificial Intelligence are Transforming Everyday
Life explores the complex ways in which algorithms and big data, or algorithmic culture,
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are simultaneously
reshaping everyday
culture
while perpetuating inequality and
intersectional discrimination. Contributors situate issues of humanity, identity, and
culture in relation to free will, surveillance, capitalism, neoliberalism, consumerism,
solipsism, and creativity, offering a critique of the myriad constraints enacted by
algorithms. This book argues that consumers are undergoing an ontological overhaul
due to the enhanced manipulability and increasingly mandatory nature of algorithms in
the market, while also positing that algorithms may help navigate through chaos that is
intrinsically present in the market democracy. Ultimately, Algorithmic Culture calls
attention to the present-day cultural landscape as a whole as it has been reconfigured
and re-presented by algorithms.
This book challenges past definitions of Italian American cinema and media studies by
introducing fresh critical models into the discourse. Proposing new intersectional
debates about ethnic identity, including race, class, gender, and sexuality studies,
contributors establish new interpretations concerning Italian Americans on screen.
Even the most creative minds need stimulation. Inspiration can come from examples of
exceptional work, exercises designed to motivate, or time to reflect. The more inventive
pieces the mind takes in, the more resources it has to draw from. Street Smart
Advertising: How to Win the Battle of the Buzz contains countless examples designed
to jump-start the right side of the brain. Margo Berman's book is packed with
memorable uses of new media, exciting on-strategy marketing, creative online work,
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and insightful
quotes
by giants Arthur
in the advertising
industry. She offers innovative
techniques to generate 'sticky' slogans and headlines, easy-to-apply copywriting tips,
and practical revision strategies. Berman has updated the book to reflect how online
media has changed its approach from 'pushing' information to the audience to 'pulling' i.e., engaging the audience in a brand. By using social networking groups like
Facebook and Twitter, the author points out, even small companies can have a giant
digital footprint by leveraging their online presence, offering relevant insights, and
stimulating consumer-created content. In tough economic times, Berman says, savvy
advertisers don't need huge budgets to engage the audience and create forums for
them to share ideas. The biggest change in marketing is reaching people through new
touch points: through audience intersection, viral marketing, and online dialogues. As
Street Smart Advertising makes clear, those who become victorious in this new
marketing arena will win the battle of the buzz.
How are children—and their parents—affected by the world's most influential corporation?
Henry A. Giroux explores the surprisingly diverse ways in which Disney, while hiding
behind a cloak of innocence and entertainment, strives to dominate global media and
shape the desires, needs, and futures of today's children.
In this groundbreaking work a foremost literary and cultural critic turns to the major
figure in English literature William Shakespeare and proposes a dramatic new way of
reading and performing his works. The key to A Theatre of Envy is René Girards's
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original expression
and application
of what
calls Mimetic Theory. For Girard, people
desire according to the desires of others. He sees this as fundamental to the human
condition and works out its implications in a most convincing and ultimately, easily
comprehensible way. Bringing his insights to bear on Shakespeare, Girard reveals the
previously overlooked coherence of problem plays like Troilus and Cressida and makes
a convincing argument for elevating A Midsummer Night's Dream from the status of
entertaining chaotic comedy to a profound and original commentary on the human
condition. Shakespeare transforms the crude literary form of revenge tragedy into a
profound and prophetic unmasking of violence - even more relevant today than in his
time. Throughout this impressively sustained reading of Shakespeare, Girard's prose is
sophisticated enough for the academic as well as being accessible to the general
reader. Anyone interested in literature, anthropology, psychology and particularly,
theology as relevant to the overriding contemporary problems of violence in all its forms
will want to read this challenging book. All those involved in theatrical productions and
performance will find A Theatre of Envy full of exciting and practical ideas. 'In its
enormous breathtaking scope, (René Girard's work) suggests...the projects of those
19th century intellectual giants (Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche and Freud) who still cast such
long shadows today. By contrast, contemporary criticism seems paltry and
fainthearted.' Comparative Literature René Girard was born in Avignon, read cultural
history in Paris and in 1947 went to the USA where he has for the last 50 years held a
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number of prestigious
academic
posts. 2015
He has
written more than half a dozen books,
best known of which are, Violence and the Sacred, The Scapegoat, and Things Hidden
Since the Foundation of the World, he has also been featured in many interviews and
magazine articles. His Martin D'Arcy Lecture - "Victims, Violence and Christianity" delivered in Oxford in November 1997, aroused the enthusiastic interest of a wide
variety of British experts in many fields as well as those involved in the wider and
increasingly significant world of contemporary spirituality in all its popular and
peremptory expressions. While not giving a naive answer René Girard does provide a
profound and practical way to unmask violence not only in Shakespeare's world, but in
our own.
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